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WHO WE ARE
Innovate Communities is a social enterprise with
charitable status.

ARE YOU READY TO
REIMAGINE YOUR FUTURE?
We are Innovate Communties,
and we are on a mission to
enhance social infrastructure
and create impactful projects
in our communities! We help
you to take action to create
the communities of tomorrow.
We work with citizens,
government, business
and academia to address
key social, economic and
environmental issues.

We do this by supporting communities to implement
their ideas for change and improve the social
infrastructure, enhancing economic opportunities
and social wellbeing in their area.
Through inclusive and creative engagement we get
to the heart of real issues by pulling together the
ecosystem involved.
It is only by having all of the relevant people and
organisations working together that we can change
our systems collectively, and the way we work, to
impact the issues of today and tomorrow.
We are rolling up our sleeves to ignite systemic
change in our communities!
We are excited for the future, and look forward
to working together to create local initiatives,
sustainable solutions, and thriving communities that
improve the way we live, work and play.
If you are interested in our work we would love to
hear from you - please connect with us via;
info@innovatecommunities.ie
or via one of our social media platforms:
@InnovateCommun
www.linkedin.com/company/innovate-dublin/
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S MESSAGE
Making Community-based Social Innovation Happen!
Over the last six years our company has evolved from a local
development company in north Dublin into an organisation whose
mission is to promote and support social innovation at community
level in Ireland via community-based social innovation.
The establishment of our first social innovation hub in Ballymun
in 2015 was motivated by the desire to work with communities to
address the causes of poverty and social exclusion in the area.
Since then, our hub has served as a convening and working space
for community groups and social entrepreneurs delivering a range
of programmes and projects that have sought new ways to address
social inequality and develop opportunities for growth in the area
using human-centred design.
To deepen our knowledge of social innovation principles and
practice, we successfully applied to join the ulab 2x project run by
the Presencing Institute at MIT. The learnings from this programme
and the accompanying research have helped crystallise our thoughts
about the nature of community-based social innovation and how
it can be enabled. We are focusing on community-based social
innovation for a number of reasons.
The history of our company is one of community focus stretching
back to our involvement in the area partnership in North Dublin
since 1995.
We believe that social innovation at community level can be
particularly effective, providing a social space in which new
ideas can emerge and be tested, and the learnings applied to the
broader social system.

From a positive standpoint this collective experience can be a
stimulus for social innovation, driving individuals or groups
to challenge the existing way of doing things and devise novel
solutions to these problems. We believe that, given the right
conditions, communities do have the entrepreneurial energy
and capacity to make such change happen. The blend of local
leadership, resilience, loyalty to their home (place) and common
purpose or ambition that exists in a community can provide a
unique container in which innovative ideas can emerge.

Therefore our 2021-2025 strategic
plan sets out how we will work
together to achieve the necessary
social infrastructure changes
(systems, relationships and
structures) through communitybased social innovation to impact
our most pressing community
challenges and to create more
resilient, just, equitable and
sustainable communities.

It is at community level that the social challenges of our time,
economic inequality, sustainable development, and the threats to
general human wellbeing are most visible.
It is at this level also that social exclusion is most experienced,
where people can feel powerless and voiceless in how to respond
to these issues and how they impact in their area.

Our Vision
and Mission
Strategic Plan 2021-2025 | Chief
Executive’s
Message

Fiona Descoteaux
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OUR JOURNEY SO FAR
Launch of our first
community-based social
innovation – Innovate
Ballymun.

Began new
venture with
2.5 staff.

Won Government funding
(Enterprise Ireland)
to scale the Social
Innovation Hub model
to other communities.

Launch of community
led prototypes –
training programmes
to community hub
(Social Innovation
Hub).

Strategic plan II –
focus on scaling the
hub model, income
generation and
company growth.

Rebranded
Innovate Communities.

Worked with
Local Government
to scale the Social
Innovation Hub.

Grew partners to
scale programmes
and services –
Workday, Ireland
and The Prince’s
Trust, UK.

Tested
community
prototypes.

2015

Reinvented
the Local
Development
Company
following a
funding cut.

2016

Built and delivered a
new model of community
engagement using Design
Thinking.

2017

Impactful prototypes received
support from Local Government
(Dublin City Council) and
Enterprise Ireland.

1st Strategic Plan - our goal was to use
design thinking to generate socially innovative
ideas, prototypes and deliver new projects,
programmes and services adding social and
economic value to the local community.
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Rebranded
Innovate Dublin.

2019

Entered into
corporate
partnerships
(LinkedIn) to grow
impactful prototypes
e.g. INSPIRE into
new services.

2020

Embarked on a
journey of learning
with MIT, US to
refine our model of
community-based
social innovation.

Launched
strategy to
become leader in
community-based
social innovation
in Ireland.

2021

Embarked on implementing
our 2nd Social Innovation
Hub, The Liberties,
Dublin 8.

4 new staff, including a
Community Employment
placement and our
part-time position
transitioned to
full-time.

Work to design
and develop a
model of communitybased social innovation
for Irish communities
through system
change.
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1.

Our Vision
and Mission
Communities have made
strides towards impacting
complex challenges,
however, we know that we
have a significant amount of
work still to do - we need to
work together today to create
the future of tomorrow and
ignite systemic change in our
communities.
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Our Vision

Our Mission

Working together today
to create the communities
of tomorrow.

Supporting communities to
create solutions that result in
sustainable improvements
today, and into the future.
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2.

What is
community-based
social innovation?
Building social infrastructure,
not just social projects.
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Community-based social
innovation targets the specific
circumstances of a place and
engages local people as active
participants in development
and implementation. Through
our experience with community
change we have come to
understand that to be effective,
innovation requires an
appreciation of both the issue
we are hoping to address, as
well as a deep understanding
of the unique characteristics of
the community – the place and
the people within it.
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We believe that community-based social innovation approaches are forms of social
innovation. Through listening, understanding and working with local people and
combining their experiences and their knowledge with other sectors, it is possible to
achieve change, and eventually system change, together building stronger places and
stronger people. Embracing a ‘place-based’ approach enables the work of innovation
to unfold within the boundaries of a particular geography and generates results that
are context specific to that particular place.
We have developed a community-based social innovation model that brings
communities together, empowering them to identify their own needs and priorities,
and involves them in designing responses to those needs and priorities through a
collaborative (multi stakeholder) pathway. Our model works with the community
towards developing collaborative impact to reduce the prevalence of the issue faced
– enhancing participation, resilience and empowering citizens to design and execute
projects, services and infrastructure through embodying creative programmes to
visualise and build community initiatives for the future.

Social innovation is a way of looking at the social and economic problems we face in new ways
and getting individuals, agencies and government to work together to design and build novel
solutions to those problems - simply, these new ways work more effectively than existing
practices and bring about measurable improvements for communities.
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3.
Community-based
social innovation
works best
when...
Our work has shown us the importance
of building a culture of community
innovation in Ireland in order to combat
the challenges of our time. To do this
we will embed community innovation
practices, processes and interactions
into community infrastructure based
upon our values of people first, creating
belonging, facilitating understanding,
driving creativity and visualisation
and designing better communities
by working together.
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WE BELIEVE GOOD COMMUNITYBASED SOCIAL INNOVATION
WORKS BEST WHEN...
We put PEOPLE FIRST by engaging, listening, building relationships and recognising that
communities are the experts.
We recognise that there is no one solution that fits all, so engaging citizens locally and bridging divides, creating cohesion between
rural and urban, young and old, north and south and east and west is an essential part of our work.
We recognise the community is an expert think tank – we are the facilitators, we work with them to understand their situation
through their stories – it is they who hold the answer to the challenge faced, and therefore only they can define it.

We create the feeling of BELONGING, leading people to see their role and position in the larger
social field or ecosystem where the issue resides.
Communities need each other to take action and to move forward, however, it is not about people buying into ‘our idea’, but for us to
facilitate them to see the space their idea is in and for them to feel like that it is an ecosystem they belong to.
To build on this we listen to the stories of the community that brought them into the ecosystem, and work with them to reflect on this
– to build trust, loyalty and relationships with us, and each other.
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We facilitate a deep UNDERSTANDING of the ecosystem based on the experiences people have
faced and continue to face through CREATIVITY AND VISUALISATION.
It is critical that people can see the ecosystem they are part of – how it is presented currently, how it moves over time and how it is
affected by external forces. This allows people to better understand the ecosystem they are part of.
Using a creative process we build a 3D map (a tool) to bring multiple dimensions and perspectives together, to allow existing
stakeholders to see and understand the elements of the system - the blockages, needs, opportunities.
Building on insights from the mapping we focus on connecting the ecosystem with new community members, decision-makers,
service beneficiaries, peers, or customers within and outside of the community to deepen our system knowledge.

WORKING TOGETHER we create value through collective impact, facilitating the ecosystem to
change its behaviours and approaches to formulate a collective approach to progressing the
future reality.
With the insights acquired we work to create a 4D visual representation of the ecosystem now and where the system needs to go,
led by the community.
It is about experimenting and learning, as well as prototyping promising new approaches to determine which approaches should be
scaled to generate lasting positive change within our systems and the communities they operate within.
This requires many different players to change their behaviour and approach to combating the complex social issue, abandoning 		
their individual agendas in favour of a collective approach to tackling the issue at hand, and this is where systemic change begins to
take place.
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4.

How we impact
people’s lives
Through projects, services and
business designed by local people
for local people.
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Our Ballymun Social Innovation Hub - Charities, Sole Traders and Companies Engaged;
“Being in the Hub is a great asset to the work DePaul does in the community of Ballymun, as it has us placed directly in
the centre of wrap around services for the people we serve. Being in the Hub in a very collective and progressive work
environment, lends itself greatly in terms of new networking and for feeling the daily pulse of new ideas and their energies
towards the local area. During the last year of the pandemic safety for DePaul staff and clients has been a priority. The
work that was done by the Hub staff to ensure staff safety and covid compliance during this time was exceptional. From the
beginning we were reassured that the working space was safe and managed. This enabled us to pour all our focus into our
clients and their needs”.
Ciara O’Connell, Project Group Manager, DePaul

“Since our inception to the Social Innovation Hub in 2019 our programme has gone from strength to strength. A large part
of this development is attributed to the platform provided to us by the social innovation hub and the team. It has enabled us
to carry out our aims and objectives, expand the scope of our projects and most importantly improve the supports provided
to autistic people in their communities. We have also been able to enhance our networking ability through our membership
which has led to increased opportunities for the people we support. We are delighted to be part of the hub and to be in a very
supportive environment aligned with our own values and ethos”.
Jonathan Lynch, Regional Manager, Gheel Autism Services CLG

“Being a member of the hub has given me a real boost during Covid - having a clean, clear professional environment to
build a foundation has been priceless to my business. Annabelle, Fiona, Anne & Elaine continue to have all the necessary
requirements both physical & networking in place to support the conditions for business growth”.
David Rooney, Visual Note Taker
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People On Our Programmes

Incubate4Growth
“From start to finish Innovative Communities Incubate for Growth Programme for startups was incredibly worthwhile for our
company. It was hugely beneficial to the early development of our business along with our own journey as entrepreneurs. We
were supported with regular 1 to 1 mentoring sessions, introductions to business and mentoring networks, and full access to the
Hub Office. Annabelle and her team accommodated all of our needs as an early-stage company. They consistently went above
and beyond to support us, while the Hub Office environment couldn't have been any more welcoming. This is much more than an
incubation programme, Annabelle opened us up to her own personal network in the social enterprise space, which was invaluable
when deciding on our company’s structure. The Hub office is a great place to work from and connect with like-minded people in
the space. We would strongly recommend this programme to any social enterprise or business”.
Conor O Laoire, Co-Founder & CEO | Amplify, David Beaky, Co-Founder & CMO | Amplify

“When I first set up my business, I had the technical abilities needed to work for clients, but I lacked business and networking
skills. The Incubate for Growth programme helped me to develop a business mindset and grow my business. It gave me a space to
work in, not just a hot desk where I could put my business head on and really concentrate on the business, but also a professional
address and a community of fellow hubbers, many of whom became my first clients. This carried through to local networking
and events and I soon found myself connected to many great businesses and supports. Best of all was the business mentoring I
received. My mentor, Annabelle, helped me to hone my business skills and build up my confidence to the point where I could walk
into any networking event and introduce my business fearlessly - I even presented at large networking events and exhibitions!
The Incubate for Growth programme facilitated and enabled me to run my business, both practically and mentally, and I am
immensely grateful to have been a part of it”.
Barbara Franzoni, Founder and CEO I Copped On Digital Media I Photography/Video/Graphic Design.
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INSPIRE Programme Mentors
“The Inspire programme has many positives for both my Mentee and myself. For my Mentee, he is becoming more confident,
sociable and has increased motivation to work towards his goals. For me, having the feeling that I am making a difference and
helping to empower the Mentee to grow as a person, widen their horizons, build towards their future and make the most of each
day through the weekly meetings. At the end of the day, we all need someone to help us from time to time and I am delighted to be
working to help, support and guide him with his goals”.
Inspire Mentor – Social Media Consultant
“I find I am feeling quite energised seeing how the Mentee is drawing on my expertise. There is a real sense of satisfaction about
being able to help someone younger from my community. I am learning that there is more to these young people than I may have
thought and my Mentee’s confidence is building with every meeting. I see him leading more with every interaction and being more
and more specific and honest about what he needs from me”.
Inspire Mentor – Senior IT Developer

INSPIRE Programme Mentees
“My mentor has been an enormous help to me thus far. He has reminded me that only I “own my career”, and it should be
something that is carefully considered and planned with an end goal in mind. It has been great to have someone hold me
accountable for the steps I need to take to reach my goals. Having an external view is very refreshing, and prevents me from
getting overwhelmed, and too caught up in my current work. Before the programme, I felt quite lost and overwhelmed. Since
beginning the mentorship, I feel much more positive about my future opportunities, and have a much clearer career path in mind.
I look forward to continuing this journey of personal development and I am more excited than ever for what the future holds”.
Inspire Mentee
“My experience with the INSPIRE mentoring programme so far has been extremely positive. My mentor has made me feel
extremely comfortable to talk about any problems I may have or anything in general I want to talk about. He has offered to help
in every way he can and has acted as both a mentor and a friend. I think because we both grew up in the same area he recognises
the struggle that comes with living here and he can guide me through these struggles as he has already experienced a lot of them
himself! I think that having someone who makes me feel as if I am not the only one going through these situations makes it a lot
easier to get through. Although it is early days, I am really happy with how the programme is going so far and I am excited to see
how it will help in the future”.
Inspire Mentee
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4.
5.

What some of
our partners
say - 2021
Views from our funders and
strategic partners.
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WHAT SOME OF OUR PARTNERS SAY (2021)

“

Sustainable partnerships come from shared
common values. Working with Innovate
Communities on our shared social enterprise
incubator programme demonstrated the benefits
of this. At this remarkable time, the opportunity
of creating a joint working approach with a
like-minded organisation to achieve real social
impact has proved both inspiring, in what we
see the participants strive to achieve, as well as
emboldening us both for what we might achieve
together in the future. Our engagement with
Innovate Communities has been both proactive
and authentic and for both parties offers real
potential to develop further to the advancement
of the community we both seek to serve.

”

“

I’m so grateful for your leadership and
partnership with us. I harken back to the day
we met, introduced by your friend and former
Lord Mayor Paul McAuliffe, and it’s fulfilling
to know that so many people are now reaping
the benefit of our partnership.

”

Senior Director of Workplace
Programmes,
LinkedIn,
Katie Ferrick

“

Innovate Communities focus on bringing
in a tried and trusted model of community
innovation into Dublin 8, and are working with
the existing community and social enterprises
to bring new energy and most importantly
new opportunities to local communities. I see
Innovate Communities complementing and
fitting in well with all the exciting initiatives
that are currently happening in Dublin 8.
Area Manager,
Dublin City Council,
Bruce Phillips

”

CEO Social Impact Ireland,
Eamon Ryan
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4.
6.
Moving into the next
five years - our themes,
strategic goals
and key actions
Successful innovation is not
something that happens by chance,
but rather is the result of intentionally
creating an enabling environment that
encourages, and meaningfully invests
in experimentation to discover results
that are truly transformational.
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THEMES THAT UNDERPIN THIS PLAN

1.

DEVELOPING COMMUNITY-BASED SOCIAL INNOVATION
- we are working to develop a practice of community-based social innovation in rural and urban communities that brings
communities together, empowers them to identify their own needs and priorities, and involves them in designing responses
to those needs and priorities now and into the future through tacit knowledge gained.

2.

EXTENDING THE PRACTICE OF COMMUNITY-BASED SOCIAL INNOVATION
- through engaging with existing models of community participation such as Public Participation Networks, Local
Partnerships and newly formed community fora we will extend our model of community-based social innovation through
both face to face and online training events, seminars and workshops to ensure everyone is catered for in an inclusive and
complementary way.

3.

SCALING COMMUNITY-BASED SOCIAL INNOVATION
- with collaborators we will facilitate the delivery of social innovations, supporting inclusion and cohesion, by launching the
impactful community led projects and services designed in (2).

4.

PROMOTING AND AMPLIFYING COMMUNITY-BASED SOCIAL INNOVATION
- we are committed to informing policy and practice in Ireland in community-based social innovation and will work with
the Government, Local Government, Representative Bodies and Third Level Institutions to build upon this knowledge bank
through formal monitoring and evaluation practices.
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STRATEGIC GOALS AND
KEY ACTIONS

Albert Einstein wisely
observed that,
“We cannot solve our
problems with the same
thinking we used when
we created them.”
We need to learn from
the voices in the
ecosystem.

GOAL
We will DEVELOP a model and a practice for community-based social innovation (CBSI).
WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?
Those of us working in communities recognise the need for greater experimentation if we want to accelerate our ability to advance positive change in
neighbourhoods, counties and regions. Innovation emphasises the intentional cultivation of new ways of thinking and learning. The way that we think
influences the options that we can see, which in turn determine the choices that we can make. The practice of community innovation requires us to
learn how to think differently – together. It is about experimenting and learning with our ecosystems, as well as prototyping promising new approaches
to determine which ones should be taken to scale in order to generate lasting positive change within our ecosystems and communities. As living
systems, our communities are continually evolving and changing.
The promise of community innovation is the belief that we do not need to remain a powerless recipient of the whims of change, but rather
that, together, we are capable of shaping and guiding the changes unfolding around us in ways that help to orchestrate a better future for all.

KEY ACTIONS

Clarify and strengthen Innovate Communities (IC) principles and objectives on community-based social innovation, see the possibilities of this
approach for IC and the communities we serve.
Explore/research/engage at local and global level to discover the practical ways such innovation might happen in our test bed community (D8) and
how the presence of a tangible vehicle – the social innovation hub can enable this process.
Select and run a number of prototype projects to demonstrate how this approach might succeed.
Refine the methodologies deployed in our community-based social innovation model to create an adaptive model of engagement that can be
deployed in other community settings.
Disseminate the outcomes of this work within the community development/ social innovation fields in Ireland and internationally.
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GOAL
We will EXTEND the practice and model of community-based social innovation (CBSI) to a cluster of both urban and rural communities, in order
to test and refine the ‘adaptive’ element of the model, ensuring all communities can reimagine their future together and act based on the community
resources specific to their locality.
WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?
This is not a one model fits all. A community-based approach enables the work of innovation to unfold within the boundaries of a particular geography
and generates results that are context specific to that particular place. Community-based development has been defined as a holistic approach that
utilises and enhances the natural and human assets of a particular place to strengthen local capacity to adapt. In addition to serving as a source of
inspiration for innovation, the unique characteristics of place are a critical factor in determining the best path forward to realise positive change. This
is why the residents of a community are the ones best positioned to provide the necessary leadership to any innovation effort. Experts from outside
the community can be a source of valuable advice and support, but ultimately, it is those who are in the community who must own and champion any
positive change effort if it is to be sustainable. What is important to keep at the forefront is – every community is different.
KEY ACTIONS

Devise an operational plan to roll out the adaptive model into each target community, both urban and rural with key partners.
Engage the wider community in each test bed to uncover the challenge and associated ecosystem(s) to be developed.
Explore/research/engage at local and global level to discover the practical ways such innovation might happen in our test bed communities.
Select and run a number of prototype projects to demonstrate how this approach might succeed.
Refine the model components to ensure a suite of elements are contained to deliver the adaptive approach.
Monitor and evaluate the tools.
Disseminate the outcomes of this work.
Prepare a plan to scale.
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GOAL
We will SCALE existing and new impactful community led projects and services created through the model with partners.
By the term scaling, we mean to increase the social impact of the project based on its current model to satisfy a social
demand. It is the work that focuses on the best ways to expand and accelerate the use of a promising new solution so that
it has greater impact. We will then work with funders and early adopters to expand the practice broadly aiming to begin to
‘change’ a system and generate widespread impact.
WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?
In the field of innovation, having a good idea that demonstrates promising results in addressing a complex social and/or
ecological problem is only half of the challenge. The other half of the equation is determining how best to grow or spread the
use of this good idea so that it can have greater impact. ‘Scale’ is the term used to describe this second dimension of social
innovation work. One of the most common pathways to systems change is to ‘scale’ a successful small-scale innovation e.g.
improving school attendance or provision of a low-cost housing model. Scaling social innovations and solutions beyond local
contexts is argued to be a key mechanism to contribute to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)2.

As policy expert and
author Lisbeth Schorr
observed: “We have
learned to create the
small exceptions that
can change the lives of
hundreds. But we have
not learned how to make
the exceptions the rule
to change the lives of
millions1 ”. If we are
serious about tackling
social problems on a larger
scale, we need to develop
more effective tools to
address this challenge.
(Standford Social Innovation
Review: 24 – 32. 2004).

KEY ACTIONS
Build our knowledge base with academia and partners on scaling CBSI –to ensure delivery of best practice methods.
Design and develop the scaling programme for CBSI with partners currently operating within this space.
Prototype and refine the CBSI scaling model.
Integrate it into relevant and existing community programme structures.

1. Schorr, L. Common Purpose: Strengthening Families and Neighborhoods to Rebuild America (New York: Anchor Books, 1998).
2. Hudon, M.; Huybrechts, B. From Distant Neighbours to Bedmates: Exploring the Synergies between the Social Economy and Sustainable Development.
Ann. Public Cooperative Econ. 2017, 88, 141–154. [CrossRef] 17. Tortia, E.C.; Degavre, F.; Poledrini, S. Why are Social Enterprises Good Candidates for Social
Innovation? Looking for Personal and Institutional Drivers of Innovation. 2020, pp. 1–19. Available online: https: //doi.org/10.1111/apce.12265 (accessed on 16
April 2020). 18. Salustri, A. The UN 2030 Agenda and Social and Solidarity Economy: Toward a structural change? Rev. Appl. Soc.-Econ. Res. 2019, 18, 104–117.
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GOAL
We will PROMOTE and AMPLIFY our work in community-based social innovation to inform policy and practice.
WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?
We now have our challenge set out for the next 5 years: refine our existing model; devise an adaptable model and approach
that engages relevant stakeholders and partnerships; leverage their competencies and creativity; then design and deliver
novel impactful solutions through strategic alignment and collective impact. This work will be presented locally, nationally
and internationally when appropriate.
KEY ACTIONS

Jean-Yves Duclos,
Canada’s Minister of
Families, Children and
Social Development. He
said, “To get better lives,
economic development
must be coupled with
both sustainable
development and inclusive
development. If innovation
is the driver of economic
growth, then social
innovation is the driver of
inclusive development….”

To improve how we work in place, we need to improve how we understand and talk about it - we will devise and
deliver upon an integrated marketing and communication plan for the company 2021 – 2025.
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HOW DO WE KNOW IF WE
HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL?

7.

CONTRIBUTING TO KNOWLEDGE:
Community-based social innovation is still in its infancy in the Irish context, it is our aim
to ensure policy makers in Ireland and the EU are fully briefed on the impacts our model
can deliver for both rural and urban communities, and results of our work are shared in the
academic sphere to encourage further research in this space.

CHANGING THINKING:
We will challenge the traditional approaches of community engagement with our
methodology. We will encourage and generate deep thinking and reflection of communities
current ecosystems surrounding the issues or challenges presented. We will do this by
facilitating people to visualise the relevant systems as 3D and 4D interrelated components
as opposed to reflecting and engaging with them in a 2D space (paper or online). This
approach takes us all out of our comfort zone and provides us with new insights that
challenges our norms. It will also focus people on creating shared, cross-sectoral outcomes
for their communities. This will enable communities to move towards achieving collective
impact over the long-term, combating the shared issue or challenge together.

CHANGING PRACTICE:
It is our ambition to change practice in community development in Ireland, integrating
a systems thinking approach across national and regional programmes, fostering the
development of generative communities in Ireland.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN OUR WORK WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU PLEASE CONNECT WITH US VIA INFO@INNOVATECOMMUNITIES.IE OR VIA ONE
OF OUR SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS:
@InnovateCommun
www.linkedin.com/company/innovate-dublin/
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